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World-renowned expert in immunology and allergic skin inflammation, Dr. Nicolas Gaudenzo has just been appointed as CSO of ex vivo clinical testing.

Veristat appoints Dr. Nicolas Gaudenzo as chief scientific officer

In this article, ACROBiosystems discusses how antibody-based drugs targeting the CD20 and CD3 proteins were developed and what this means for disease treatment.

antibody drug development: targeting CD20 and CD3

He’s the single most important psychiatrist in the world of the 20th century,” said Martin Seligman, a Penn psychologist who is famous in his own right as the founder of positive psychology.

aaron beck, a penn psychiatrist and founder of cognitive behavior therapy, has died at 100

Over a career that spanned more than 70 years, Beck revolutionized the field of psychoanalysis, leaving a lasting legacy that continues to shape psychiatric treatment.

aaron beck, father of cognitive behavioral therapy, dies at 100

Medical researchers have outlined a strategy to generate future-proofed COVID-19 vaccines that can resist emergent new viral strains.

researchers reveal a strategy for next-generation covid-19 vaccines

NIH distinguished investigator Dr. Thomas A. Waldmann, chief emeritus of the Lymphoid Malignancies Branch in the Center for Cancer Research at NCI, died on Sept. 25.

renowned immunologist Waldmann is mourned

New data has revealed that cervical cancer rates in the United Kingdom plummeted after the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine was introduced in 2008. The rates of cervical cancer were lowest in people

study: hpv vaccine reduced u.k. cervical cancer rates by 87%

Two in-depth studies on TOTUM•070 conducted jointly by Valbiotis’ preclinical platform and the University of Leiden (Netherlands), have been selected by the annual

valbiotis announces positive preclinical results...

Therapists who encounter climate distress should embrace a spirit of shared vulnerability, collective action, and demands for justice.

what is climate distress—and what can therapists do about it?

Two Penn Medicine faculty members, Kiran Musumuru, MD, PhD, and Daniel Rader, MD, are being honored with prestigious awards from the American Heart Association (AHA) for their achievements in

american heart association honors two penn medicine scientists for achievements in research

Bristol Myers Squibb’s multiple sclerosis drug Zeposia could soon be approved in the EU to treat ulcerative colitis.

bristol myers squibb just got some great regulatory news

The European Union has extended the scope of its good practice guideline on the assessment of the genetically modified organism (GMO)-related aspects of clinical trials that study human cells.
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Bristol Myers Squibb’s multiple sclerosis drug Zeposia could soon be approved in the EU to treat ulcerative colitis.

bristol myers squibb just got some great regulatory news

The European Union has extended the scope of its good practice guideline on the assessment of the genetically modified organism (GMO)-related aspects of clinical trials that study human cells.

euro roundup: eu extends scope of guideline on clinical trials with genetically modified human cells

Veristat, a scientific-minded global clinical research organization (CRO), announced today the expansion of its regulatory services capabilities by

acquiring Drug Development and Regulation (DDR), a

Veristat strengthens regulatory capabilities across europe and uk

Top Los Angeles creative advertising agency, SPREAD, teams up with Western Dental & Orthodontics to launch the I Love Western Dental and I Love

creative ad agency, spread and western dental and orthodontics team up to launch the i love western dental and i love brilliant campaigns

Argentina was experiencing strong growth: the economy grew by 8.7% in 2007, the fifth straight year of 8% to 9% growth since the financial crisis of 2001-2002. Argentine long-term growth

unleashing productive innovation in argentina

Creative Advertising Agency SPREAD partners with Western Dental & Orthodontics developing the new I Love Western Dental and I Love Brident campaignsLOS ANGELES, Nov. 05, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) --

spread partners with western dental to launch the i love western dental and i love brilliant campaigns

New consumer-oriented retail platform, eDermatology, launches today as a destination for savvy beauty shoppers to compare skincare products and get trusted expert advice on demand. It is a place to

edermatology launches platform for trusted expert skincare advice and product reviews

Q3 2021 Earnings CallNov 10, 2021, 8:30 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood day, ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to the

altimmune inc (alt) q3 2021 earnings call transcript

Attensi and EGGS win an innovation contract with St. Olav to train the next generation of mental health workers and students.

attensi and eggs design have won an innovation contract with st olav. they will develop the next generation of training for health workers and students within the field of...

Q3 2021 Earnings CallNov 3, 2021, 4:30 p.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorHello, and welcome to the 10 times Genomics Third Quarter

10x genomics inc (txg) q3 2021 earnings call transcript

Community Redevelopment, Inc. co-sponsors Aventura Marketing Council/chamber of commerce chairman’s roundtable meeting

Solid skills in reading, interpreting, and handling meetings with people with mental health issues take time to develop. For students and professionals within the mental health field, it is a
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attensi and eggs design have won an innovation contract with st olav. they will develop the next generation of training for health workers and student

According to the announcement, this makes M6 the world’s largest AI pre-training model. According to the academy, M6 has achieved ultimate low carbon, high efficiency in AI models using 512 graphic

alibaba-backed institute achieves “another sputnik moment” in china’s battle for ai supremacy

Four real examples of diverse challenges solved by large-scale digital transformation using large data sets and flexible infrastructure.

alibaba-backed institute achieves “another sputnik moment” in china’s battle for ai supremacy
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Community Redevelopment, Inc. co-sponsors Aventura Marketing Council/chamber of commerce chairman’s roundtable meeting

Solid skills in reading, interpreting, and handling meetings with people with mental health issues take time to develop. For students and professionals within the mental health field, it is a
digital transformation in tough times: 4 innovative examples powered by data, ai and flexible infrastructure
The pace of society’s change in attitude to the use of psychedelics has been amazing. It has gone from a “Born To

increasing prevalence of depression & mental health disorders fueling huge growth in psychedelic drugs market
Rapid Therapeutic Science Laboratories (OTC: RTSL) (“Rapid Therapeutic” or the “Company”), a growth-oriented aerosol manufacturing company focused on delivery of non-psychoactive cannabinoid compounds

rapid therapeutic science laboratories adds two independent directors to company’s board
Avance Clinical Client News: XWPharma Initiates First-in-Human Studies of their early phases of drug development that need fast, agile, and adaptive solution-oriented clinical research services.

avance clinical client news: xwpharma initiates first-in-human studies of xw10508
Avance Clinical is for their first in human trial. The PRV-002 submission met the strict standards set by the Ethics Committee. Tetherex Pharmaceuticals is developing an adenoviral vector

intransasals in clinic now positioned for $71 billion nasal delivery market
Efineptakin alfa is the world’s first and only long-acting recombinant human Oriented by patients’ needs, we look forward to initiating this important trial to accelerate the clinical

i-mab announces ind approval for phase 2 clinical trial of efineptakin alfa in combination with pd-1 therapy in china
Vibrent Health argues that ongoing interactions between biobanks, researchers, and bio-specimen donors can build trust and reinforce precision medicine.

could biobanks be the new frontier for digital health research?
Robert Feeney and William Tincup talk about how practitioners make the business case or the use case for purchasing Ringorang.

the use case podcast: storytelling about ringorang by knowledge as a service with robert feeney
STOCKHOLM, Oct. 29, 2021 /PRNewswire/ -- Iridium Network has strongly contributed to the development of RayCare and in February 2018 it became the first hospital in the world to clinically use

iridium network invests in raycare to become their primary oncology information system
This way of understanding the mind of the animal helps lead to the development of a parent I developed to probe specific human caretaking behaviors oriented toward pets—things like feeding

dog and cat ‘moms’ and ‘dads’ really are parenting their pets
Companies are timeline-driven and milestone-oriented and particularly the mechanisms of the human body. Now my research integrates both by developing representative respiratory cellular

fast-tracking new aerosol treatments into clinical practice
This way of understanding the mind of the animal helps lead to the development of a parent identity toward it also asked a series of questions I developed to probe specific human caretaking

companies have an ethical obligation to engage in meaningful clinical research